
RFT STEEL CEMENT PANEL

Secondary component of the RFT steel cement 
panel, the top sheet is made of flat virgin steel, 
cut to size, and welded to the bottom sheet in  100 
locations. The thickness of the top sheet is variable, 
and depends on the model type and load bearing 
capacity required.

An inert cement based filler is injected into the 
welded and painted panel under high pressure. 
The combination of cement, ash, and plasticizers 
ensures structural strength, comfortable underfoot 
feel, and acoustic performance.

Primary component of the RFT cement steel panel, the bottom 
sheet is manufactured by press-forming deep-draw steel into 
a unique, structurally superior dome array. The bottom sheet is 
welded to the top sheet in 100 locations. The thickness of the 
bottom sheet is variable and depends on the model type and load 
bearing capacity required.

Countersunk fastening screw voids on each panel corner  allow 
bare panels to be mechanically fastened to the corresponding 
understructure system. Fastening screws are electro-galvanized, 
ensuring corrosion resistance and the electrical continuity of the 
system. This option is not available in factory-finished panels.

Structural cell domes  are press-formed into the bottom sheet in 
order to distribute panel loads evenly, contributing to a better 
underfoot feel while reducing the weight load of the system on a 
building structure.

RFT manufactures steel cement raised access floor panels, 
also known as cementitious floor panels, for all types of 
applications. The range of use includes general office 
spaces, computer and control rooms, as well as industrial 
applications. The main characteristics of these panels are 
structural strength, resistance to fire and humidity, and 
solid and quiet underfoot feel. Panels are manufactured by 

welding together a press formed deep-draw bottom sheet 
and a flat top sheet. The panel is then trimmed, phosphate 
washed, and polyester powder coated. It is subsequently 
injected with a cement fill and allowed to cure for 72 hours. 
Panels can be installed on either Cross-Head or Stringer Grid 
understructure systems to achieve finished floor heights 
ranging from 70mm to 2000mm.
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THE PANEL IN DETAIL

Structural cell domes are press-formed in 
the bottom sheet, and are responsible for 
the superior load bearing capacityof the RFT 
Steel Cement Panel.

A white gasket is inserted into each corner 
of the panel prior to the filling process in 
order to allow for the mechanical fixing 
of the panel onto the pedestal head when 
required. 

The ridge is designed to have the 
maximum possible thickness of 
cement fill and acts as a structural 
beam under live and dead loading. It 
also behaves as a tension member due 
to its steel shell, and a compression 
member due to the concrete content 
in both gravity laid and mechanically 
fixed modes of installation.

A black PVC trim is fitted into the edge 
of factory-finished panels to protect the 
edge of that finish. The trim increases 
the life expectancy of the factory finish 
by protecting it from chipping and the 
effects of normal wear and tear. The trim 
also protects the finish from damage 
during the removal and re-installation 
of panels during sub-floor maintenance
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Resistance w e l d s between the top sheet and the bottom 
sheet as well as the edges in one hundred locations 
ensure the monolithic structural performance of each 
RFT steel cement panel.

The combination of the welds, the inert filler, and the 
steel sheets result in fire and humidity resistance superior 
to most other types of raised access floor panels.
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THE RFT UNDERSTRUCTURE SYSTEMS

The use of stringers is recommended  
in areas that will be subjected to 
higher rolling loads. Stringers act 
as lateral braces by connecting and 
being fastened onto the pedestal 
heads.

The Stringer Grid system is also 
recommended for use with factory 
finished panels in floors of 300mm 
finished floor height and above.

Stringers are made of 
32 x 22 x 1mm electro-
galvanised steel tubes.

One or two 9mm deep adjustment nut(s) at the threaded rod / tube 
interface allow for a level adjustment of ± 25mm.

The pedestal base plate  is manufactured from 95mm x 
95mm x 2mm thick electro-galvanised steel.

The pedestal head is manufactured 
from a 76mm x 76mm x 3mm 
plate with 8 tapped holes to 
receive fastening screws.

The threaded rod is 
electro-galvanised and has 
an untapped diameter of 
19mm. It is welded onto 
the pedestal head plate.
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For steel cement panels, RFT offers two types of 
understructure systems to cater for all heights, load 
performance requirements, and applications. RFT 
steel cement panels are interchangeable within the 
two understructure systems.

STRINGER GRID

Used in all applications, the Stringer Grid system is 
especially recommended for greater finished floor 
heights and heavy duty applications. Stringers are 
mechanically fastened onto the pedestal head thus 
providing a monolithic  frame into which the panels 
are inserted. For further strength, bare panels may also 
be mechanically fastened onto the pedestal heads. This 
system ensures improved rigidity and lateral stability, 
as well as a superior underfoot feel. Panels are easily 
interchangeable within each stringer frame without the 
need for any alterations in the system.

THREADED ROD



CROSS-HEAD

Utilising a unique die-cast aluminium head that offers 
positive location of the panel corners onto the pedestal 
head, the Cross-Head system is recommended for areas of 
low finished floor height where extensive sub-floor services 
need to be installed. 

The stringer-less Cross-Head system offers the same ease 
of installation and maintenance, as well as increased 
unobstructed access to all sub-floor services. Electrical 
continuity and quiet underfoot performance are achieved 
with the use of a black conductive pvc gasket placed between the 
panels and the understructure head.

The Cross-Head system 
is ideal for general office 
and light duty applications 
with finished floor heights 
not exceeding 300mm. A 
specialty variation of the 
Cross-Head system allows 
for finished floor heights 
as low as 60mm.

The base plate is manufactured from 2mm 
thick 95x 95mm electro-galvanised steel.

One 9mm deep adjustment 
nut at the threaded rod/tube 
interface allow for a level 
adjustment of ± 25mm.

Screws are electro-
galvanised steel with 
an untapped diameter 
of 6mm.

The gasket is made of 2mm 
black conductive pvc.
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The Cross-Head is made of diecast 
aluminium, with a material thickness of 
3mm and a depth of 35mm (nominal). 
Four threaded holes are available for 
mechanical fastening of panels.
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